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has an increased surface contact for increased durability. AR44 front and rear axles feature a
single-piece design with molded truss for extreme durability. Integrated C-hubs and lockouts
offer optimized performance as well as improved ground clearance. Helical, metal cut internal
gears, and high-quality bearings are all standard equipment. Realistic looking frame and cross
braces improve chassis rigidity torsional stiffness. Realistic shock hoops with multiple shock
mounting positions allows you to adjust your suspension for maximum performance. The
simplified design makes maintenance and assembly quick and easy. The contoured skid plate
significantly reduces hang-ups on terrain. Compared to the previous design, additional holes
have been added to the rear portion of the frame rails for making wheelbase adjustments. Just
like the Double Standard and NV, the Hole features a simulated beadlock ring by way of a
strategically placed under-cut on the outer lip of the wheel. These officially licensed METHOD
Hole Wheels are replicated in true form for durability and a clean line look, molded in a
magnesium grey color with a satin chrome beadlock rim. This fact alone has had the entire
industry on the edge of their seats waiting to see what the Falken rubber will be able to do with
a more aggressive pattern. Large M4 rod ends for durability. But with this seemingly simple
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best driving experience possible. They are oil filled and allow you to tune the dampening rate.

The overall ratio can be adjusted using different pinion and spur gear choices allowing super
high speed or competition level crawling speed. The new transmission housing design still
retains the basic function of the original transmission but in a new more scale looking case.
This allows for more precise tuning and holding power. The spur gear features strong, 32 pitch
gearing for high torque applications. A center splined slider floats between each end and
features added material which reduces flex and fatigue. No more stress when running in mud,
water, or snow! Easy operation: no tuning, no fuel, and no loud exhaust noise. Just plug 'n' go!
It features a programmable 3rd channel making for incredible versatility; it can operate
functions such as two-speed shifting, winches and lights, making it ideal for a vast array of
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unbreakable link between the receiver and your transmitter with push-button ease. This
lightweight, compact, and bind button equipped receiver with LED indicator makes setup easy!
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for maximum clearance and a set of offroad lights with LEDs shine some light when the action
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Chrome Bezel. Black Sunvisors are still in place and look nice. Why purchase a new car when
you can own a car like this that dominates the road with its gulping sound of an old-school
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